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In AOIÎG Aeport lío. 21/50 an attempt \7ûs made to derive on theoretical 
grounds a measure of Effectiveness that would bo indicative of the value of 
a tan!: in the tank v, tank battle. In this paper, prédictions made from 
this theoretical measure ore compared with actual measureu of performance 
obtained from battle dato of World War II. 

Although the data available have been too limited to allow a completo 
validation of tho theory to be made, the comparisons that arc presented are 
sufficient to show that tho general trends and levels of performance 
predicted by the mensure of Effectiveness cru well indicative of what can 
bo expected in battle; there is as yet no reason to suspect that any major 
modifications in tho concept will be needed. 

?¡ ).-4-.- v; 

In vie.? of certain coir-.’ents that have been received, a modified 
expression has boon derived which gives values for rates of fire in tho 
formula for Effectiveness; although in many instances it corresponds to 
only a small ordex* correction, it is suggested that this expression should 
bo used in preference to the ratio of tho cyclic rates of fire, as used 
hitherto. In the light of this, it has buen thought desirable to 
recalculate the figures for the Effectiveness of British and Üussinn tanks 
given in aOX Report îfo. 11/51« It is found that the general effect of 
using tho modified expression is to reduce slightly the Effectiveness of 
the British tanka; tho Effectiveness of the centurion 5 against tho JS3> 
for example, is reduced from 1.3 to 1.2 (at 1000 yards); tho general 
conclusions of Report Ho. 11/5^1 however, remain unaltered. 

It is concluded that the measure of Effectiveness nay now be used 
to give a good general indication of the relative merits of opposing tanks 
in battle. Confidence in future predictions of values for Effectiveness 
noy perhaps now be considered to be limited primarily by tho possible 
inaccuracies in the data for enemy equipments. 
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II'ITKODUCTIOn 

1. In an earlier paper35 on attempt woe pado to derive on theoretical 
grounds a ncosuro of performance that v/ould be indicative of the value of 
a tank in tho tank v* tank battle. This no asuro, temed Effectiveness, 
v/as defined ns “the reciprocal of thu nuiùbor of tanka (of tho given class) 
required per cneny tank to achieve parity in battle"; it v/as denoted by 
the symbol E. Thus in engagements bo traen ‘n* of tho given class of tank 
and h X E* encniy tanks, tho chancos of success v/ould, on an average, bo the 
cone for both sidos. 

2. This concept is, by definition, concerned only vdth performance in 
battle ; tho basic theory v/as therefore developed primarily in toms of 
fire-pov/er and protection; no account v/ao taken of ...ooility (the tom being 
used in its Widest sense), since this v/as considorud unlikely to be on 
importent factor in tho battle itself. 

3* An expression for Effectiveness \na derived v/hich was characteristic 
of the guns and armour of tho tanks concerned and did not depend on tho 
numbers engaged. In order to derive this expression, certain simplifying 
assumptions v/cra nade;‘ for example, factors such as tactical skill, surprise, 
concealment, etc., were ignored, since their influence is quite distinct 
fron that of the inherent differences bo tween the tanks. Such factors will, 
however, give an advantage to one side or the other in any particular battle. 
It will bo clear therefore• that the Measure derived is concerned only vdth 
average values and cannot be used directly to predict the outcome of a 

.particular battle. It can perhaps bettor be used to predict the overall 
average out cone of a number of battles. 

4. Any appraisement of the value of a Measure of this form, and of the 
adequacy of the assunptions on which it is based, oust rest ulti^Ätöly on 
on assessment of the accuracy of the predictions that can be undo* Such 
an Aosotísudht will be' doaeribed in this paper. Certain predictions nado 
fron the basic theory of Effectiveness will be compared with actual Measures 
of pcrfomanco obtained from battle data for Allied and Goman tanks in 
World Var II. 

Wm&mmu 
. 
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Battle data frotù Vor 13 ‘Jar IX 

5. A considerable amount of information on tank v* tank actions of the 
last v/ar has been derived from an analysis of Allied war diarios* 
details of this infor^ntion are given in .fÖIvU Report Ho* 33: Tank Battle 
Analysis" and in- an AORG- Hemorondun s "A Survey of the Tank Warfare in 
Europe" (to be published shortly)* For about 100 of the actions recorded, 
tho details arc sufficient to indicate the typos of tank involved, the 
initial allied and cnocy strengths, and tho casualties suffered by each 
side. Some 20 of those actions arc onu v. ono battles, and tho data for 
these must, by the very nature of the source of information, constitute a 
biased sample; this group of actions has not tliercforo been considered 
here. Details of the remaining 79 actions, T/hich form the basis of tho 
present analysis, aro given in Table 1 bclov/. 

T.JjLE 1 

Tank Cr.r/u.U io.: in Gu-n.ir.n v. British Tank ..ctions 

(X0 and Ag aro nur.:bcrs of Gorman and aritinh tanks cor-.ittod; 
X ¿uiu .* ai’e nto tbers rcLn,ining, ) 

Serial 
No* Tanks Engaged 

Average Numbers ef tánico Sonple 
of 

^étions 
.illllgu 

(yards / X0 X “0 A 

1 idxcd v. Sherman ^ 
(17 pr) 

600 - 
1000 

35 18 49 42 9 

2 
(b) 

Ps Kv/ IV v. Shonsan 
Crorxvall 

(75 5î-l) 

1000 - 
1500 

11 5 14 ? ! 6 

3 Vz Kw V v. Sharaon ^ 
(75 tra + 17 pr) 

600 - 
1000 

53 22 172 160 17 

jf ïîixed v# Sherman 
(75 na + 17 pr) 

ÓOO + 105 65 186 137 15 

5 Ps Kv/VI v. Sheman ^ 
(75 m + 17 pr) 

600 67 40 148 126 20 

G 
(0) 

Pz Kv/ V & VI v. Sheman 
Crojv/ell 

(75 ou) 
300 19 7 32 21 12 

Notes :- Averago i^oportions of Goman tanks, 10./ IV:V:VT :: 4:5:2 
Average proper tien Shonnan : Crot vwll ma 4{1 
Avorngu proportion Shormnn 75 nn : Shoman I7 pr v/as 3-:1 
Ps Kv/ VI incliutus uodolo VI(L*) and VI(D) in tho ratio 3 : 1 
Average proportion Pa Kv/ V : VI v/as 5 : 2 

~ 2 ~ 

Ov/cv.^vr-^ 

pip! 
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mi 
■ 
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6. Thû Lcîyic stavs the crãuulatiui of nuwrier.l valuoa for ¿ffecUvere«* 
have bien fully tJcacribe<] in ¿CliC- Heport Ko# 11/51* '’Asaussacnt óf Por ns of 
Anti-tank Dcfuncar Effectivenosa of British and Russian Tanlcs"; the figures 
quoted here have been obtained in a similar \/ay.H Published data for Goman 
tanks and guns have been used whenever possible; when such data wore not 
available equivalent British figures havo been used. The rates of fire for 
the Gemían equipments have been based un ostinatus given by British tank 
users familiar v/ith the German vehicles and their ornement. 

7* Pu1! details of tifoe calculated values of Effectiveness for tho main 
German and British frnks are given in Appendix A. The figures quoted there 
have been used to give estimated values of 2 for tho particular combinations 
of tonka of Table 1; the results obtained are given in Table 2 below. 

TABLE 2 

Effectiveness of Ccrr.iar. v. British Tanks 

Serial 
No. Tanks 

Nixed v. Sherman 
(17 pr) 

Jrz Ktj r/ v. Sheronn 
Croravell 

(75 ^.) 

Pc Kv/ V v. Sher..on 
(75 ¡an + l? pr) 

i-dxed v. Sherman 
(75 n-r. + 17 pr) 

Fa Kv/ VI v. Sherman 
(75mr.i + 17 pr) 

Ps Kw V « VI v. Sherr.:an 
, .Cronv/ell 
(75 ran) 

Bongo 
(yards) 

Theoretical Effectiveness 

Bange finder 

600 - 

1000 

1C00 - 
15C0 

600 - 
1C00 

bCO + 

600 

300 

1.0(5) 

1.0 

t.A(5) 

1.A 

1.6 

1.7 

Visual 

1.0(5) 

1.A 

1.8 

1.8 

1.7 

1.7 

COhPAiilSON OF TH20BÜTICAL HcBDICTIONS V/ITH E'.TTLB HKPQicLdíCE 

Introductory 

8. In thu basic theory uutlined in ..OhG Boport Ho. 21/50, tho following 
equation v/as developed :- 

A/ - A = E fa* - X4) . ... • d) 

v/hero A0, X0 aro the initial allied and enemy strengths, 
A, X are the numbers remaining, 
E is thu effectiveness of the enemy tonic v/ith respect 

to the allied tank. 

;H - - • H’ 
! |i 

•ffSi*’1«' 

E is caloulated directly from tho gun and armour characteristics 
of tho opposing tonka. 

..... — 

X Tho figures have actually buen calculated using the 2nd. method* of 
Appx. B, loe. cit. 
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9* From the nature of the fora end âcvelopticïlfc of .the theory, and from 
its use of average values, the battle equation (l) ehoiûd be directly 
applicable to the cutcoûc of the tank battle as a whole - provided always 
that the random factors of surprise, time, etc-, tend to average out, and 
that the individual actions, which together constitute the tañí: battle, do 
not progress so far that one or other of the sides is annihilated. This 
would seca to be so for the scmplc of actions considered in this paper; the 
evidence on rfiring first1, for instance, indicates that the nuaber of 
actions in which the British fired first was about equal to the number in 
which the Gomans fired first; neither, in the main, did the battles go to 
annihilation. The calculated values of 2 given in Table 2 can therefore be 
compared directly with the battle data of Table 1, through the battle 
equation. 

10. There arc two ways in which this comparison of theory with practice 
can be presented :- 

(a) by a direct comparison of the theoretical values fer E with 
the values off g 21 ^ 

es °k2 -4 * 
calculated from the battle data; 

i~a -*2j 
(b) by a comparison of the observed casualties with numbers 

calculated from theoretical values for E in conjunction 
with the given initial strengths. 

Those two coiiipnrisons will now be considered in turn* 

Comparison in terms of E 

11- Tabic 3 compares, for each group ef actions, the theoretical values 
of E v/ith values of . 

calculated from the battle data. 

TuBLK 3 

Serial 
Ho Tanks 

^Obscjr/cd va lye 
JA.. - A 

Theoretical 
Effectiveness 

Hange finder Visual 

1 Mixed V# Sherman 
U7 vr) 

0.0(5) 1.0(5) 1.0(5) 

2 Hs Kw XV V* Shor.nan 
. Cromwell 
(75 aa) 

1.1 1.0 1.44 

3 Ps Kw V v. Sherman * 
(75 not + 17 Vr) to 14(5) 1.8 

4 Mixed V. ShcrLvm 
(75 Ki + 17 pr) 1.5 1 »/|- 1.8 

5 Fs Kw VI V. Sherman 
(75 r.7.1 + 17 pr) 1.4(5) 1.0 1.7 

6 Ps Kw V & VI V. Shorr.vui 
Crorjrwcll 

(75 m) 

-!• '< -¾¾. ..'ill 
1.4 

¢11. ■ 
1.7 

• .. .,. /■. 
1.7 
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12# It v/ill bo suon th.it in general tho obsorved values agree nore 
closely ^vith the theoretical figures for E based on rangefinder accuracy 
than vdth these based on visual range cstiuntion. Thus it would appear 
that rangefinder figures are tho aoro truly representativo of battle 
effectiveness; this is not unreasonable since it is to bo expected that 
largo range errors, if they exist, v/ill bo quickly eliminated as the battle 
develops. • 

Conoarison in terms of casualties 

13« ííaking uso of tho battle equation and the theorotical values of E, 
expected values of X and À have been calcula tod for the observed initial 
strengths Xo and A0; tho predicted values aro compared vdth those 
observed, for each of the groups of actions considered, in Table 4 below. 
Full details of the method of calculation are given in Appendix 3. 

TtvBLE 4 

Serial 
No. Tanks engaged Source Numbers of tanks 

X0 X *xo A 

1 Mixed V. Sherr.ian 
(17 pr) 

Battle data 
Ifodietion 

35 16 
20*8 

49 42 
39.2 

2 Fs Kw IV V. Sherman 
Cremwoll 

(75 cm) 

Battle data 
irrodiction 

11 5 
4*3 

14 9 
9*7 

5 Fz Kw V y. Sherman 
(75 cm + 17 pr) 

Battle data 
Irediction 

53 22 
1 24.2 

172 160 
157.8 

4 Mixed V. Shoniuui 
(75 nm + 17 pr) 

Battle data 
Ircdietion 

105 65 
: 60.0 

186 137 
142.0 

5 Fa Kw VI V* S Herman 
(75 ram + 17 pr) 

Battlo data 
Prediction 

67 40 
42.9 

148 126 
I25.I 

6 Pa Km V & VI V. Shurman 
Crcnwell 

(75 txi) 

Battle data 
Prediction 

1.9 
1-2.6 32 W 

17.4 

! TOTALS 
Battle data 
Prediction 

290 

• 

157 
162.9 

Ó01 495 
489.2 
. . 

Note i- Irodictions arc based on the rangefinder figures for 
Effectiveness. 

1.1* >< 

14* This fom of prooontr.tion is perhaps moro interesting than that of 
Table 3, since it provides a convenient noms of testing statistically the 
differences between tho two lots of figures. The completo form of analysis 
is given in Appendix 3. It is there shown that for tho data as a whole, 
and for-tho individual groups of actions, the differences between the 
theoretical figures and the observed figures arc no greater than could 
reasonably be expected to occur by chance. 

15* There is one other point: that may bo mentioned hero; it is generally 
accoptod that tho side which fires first thereby gains an advantage. A 
limited analysis of seno of the present data (Appendix 3) confirms that 
tho side v/hich fired first did gain an appreciable advantage, equivalent to 
an incroase in Effectiveness of from 30 to 50#, 



DISCUSSION 

16. The sample of actions on ^hich the present analysis has been based 
is neither na large nor as detailed as could have been wished for; for this 
reason it has not been possible to assess with certainty the significance 
of the individual factors or assicoptions involved in the derivation of the 
nenoure of Effectiveness. It can however be said that the general agree¬ 
ment between theoretical predict! ns raid observed battle performance is good, 
nnd that there is reasonable evidence to confira the assumption that 
numerical strengths and casualties follow a »square lav/1 (rether than,, for 
example, alinear lax/*). * 

17* It is apparent that t tw use of rangefinuer figures (for accuracy) 
provides the uoro truly r^pr«-sentative valuvï for S. As has boon previously 
noted (para 12), this is perhaps not unexpected. It should however bo 
rcncr.ibcrci] that the present analysis has been concerned specifically v/ith 
British v4 Germa actions, end it is known that, in general, tho average 
standards and abilities of tho combatants were comparable* * If on sor ¡o 
future occasion two sides of markedly different ability were to be conpared,' 
tho rengofindur figures should probably no longer bo used; a value of E 
enhanced in favour of tho better-trained sido would probably bo nore 
ronlistic. 

18. . There is one further tentative deduction that can be drawn* It vos 
previously suggested that mobility was not of major importance in the battle 
itself, and no allowance has been nado for „ability as such in the 
calculation of E* • There is no evidence fror.; tho present analysis that 
would indicate ths need for modifying this assumption* This does not, of 
coursa, suggest that any assessment of the overall value of a tank (as 
distinct fron its battle effectiveness) should neglect nobility. 

! 

I 

where E is the Effectiveness of A wit'htuspcct to X, 

rAX is tho average chance that a round from A will hit 
nnd kill X (Sinilnrly l'u), 

r und IV nrü tho nvorngo nuaboru of rounds firud 
'* in unit tino by A nnd X rospootivoly. 

. 
** 6 — 

.V" '■ -¾¾ i rtéít^. iã! 

*;>jcl*vs3 
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IJ. Although the data at present available have been too limited to allow 
a complote validation of the theory to be made, the comparisons that have 
been presented arc sufficient to show that tho general trends and levels of 
performance predicted by the measure, of Effectiveness are well indicative 
of what can bu oxpoctod in battle* In this connection it is again worth 
stressing that E, and predictions made from it* aro average masures; thoy 
should not be applied indiscriminately to particular actions, where factors 
of tho moment may have an important influence. 

KJiT Hi A FUATHET, NOTE ON 1ATE 0? PHÆ 

REVISED V;iLUES POU luTES CP FINE BT THE POleiUL.* FOii EFFECTIVENESS 

Thoorotical backeround 

20# Tho calculations of values of Effectiveness are based on the 
following formula i - 
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21. So far, in the calculation of nuncrical values for 33, r-/r^ has 
been given n value equal to the ratio of the normal rates of aimed fire 
of the equipments (4./^). In certain recent comen13, however, it has 
been suggested that this night not always provido an accurate picture of 
battle performance, and that, unless due allowances arc nade -for tine spent 
in switching from target to target, for example, the results way well be 
biased unduly in favour of the tank rath the higher rate of fire* 

22. These implications have been examined in Appendix C, and it is 
r; there suggested that the value of rh/r would be more correctly given by 

X 

R, 3¾¾¾ - go (1 - %) 

+ 60 (1 - ?... ) ¿ÜL R.S P.Y 
¿1 .1 iiX 

where R is tho nonaal rato of aimed fire (rounds/nin); 
S is tho average tine required to switch from one 

target to another in the tank battle (measured 
in seconds, from the last round fired at one 
target to the first round fired at the next)* 

A further consideration of the battle data 

23. Tho theoretical figures for Effectiveness given in Fart I, Tabic 2, 
have been recalculated in accordance with the formula given above; full 
details are given in Appendix 1). The modified figures, together with the 
original figures of Table 3, are presented in Table 5 below. 

TAI3LT 5 

Serial 
No* 

Observed value, 
off. 2 .21 i 

IrtQ - i* 

157^?} 

Theoretical Effectiveness 

Hodified 
value 

Original value 
(Table 3) 

1 0.0(5) 1.0 1.0(5) 

2 1.1 1.0 1.0 

3 1«3 1.5 1.4(5) 

it. 1.5 1.3 1.Í4 

5 1.1.(5) 1*5 1.6 

6 . 1.4 1.5 1.7 

(Values of E are for ranges known with I^/f accuracy) 



2¾.. In general the agreement between theoretical prediction and 
observed performance is improved v/hen the modified factor for rate of firo 
is used; it will be seen, however, that, in the present instances, the 
differences between the original and modified values for Effectiveness 
are small. 

DISCUSSION 

25* In the light of the comparison presented abovo, it may be concluded 
that, although the expression of para 22 corresponds in many cases to only 
a small order correction, it docs in fact provide a more correct basis for 
the evaluation of the factor for rates of firo in tho formula for Effective¬ 
ness. It is therefore suggested that, in the determination of values for 
Effectiveness, this expression, should bo used in preference to the ratio 
of tho cyclic rates of firo, as used hitherto. 

26. For the sake of completeness it has been thought desirable to 
recalculate tho figures of ¿tORC Report No* 11/5^ (Effectiveness of British 
and Russian Tonks), making use of tho modified expression for ratos of firo. 
Tho revised figures are presented in Appendix 2» It is found that tho 
general effect of using tho modified expression is to reduce slightly the 
Effectiveness of the British tanks; tho Effectiveness of the Centurion 3 
against the JS3, for example, is reduced from 1*3 to 1*2 (at 1000 yards); 
tho general conclusions of Report Mo. 11/51» however, remain unaltered. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

.iw;; 

27. It is concluded that predictions made from the measure of 
Effectiveness derived in AORG Report No. 21/50 are in good agreement with 
observed battlo performance, and there is ns yot no reason to suspect that 
any major modifications in t.;o concept will be needed. 

28. A modified expression has been derived which gives values for 
rates of fire in the formula for Effectiveness; although in many instances 
it corresponds to only a small order correction, it is suggested that this 
expression should be used in preference to tk;0 ratio of the cyclic rates 
of fife, Us used hitherto. 

29. It is concluded that the measure of Effectiveness nay now be used 
to give a -good general indication of tho relative merits of opposing tanks 
in. battle. Confidence in future predictions of values for Effoctivcness 
iaay perhaps now bo considered to bo limited primarily by tho possible 
inaccuracies in tho data for enemy equipments. 
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Appendix A;. 

EFPECTIVEIÆSS OF GERMAN V, BRITISH TAKKS. 

1* Table 6 below gives values for the Effectiveness of the German 
PzKv; IV, V, VX(E), and Vl(B), v;ith respect to the Cromwell 75nm and 
Sherman 75mm and 17pr, Hanges of engagement have been selected to • 
correspond to those given in the battle- data of Table 1. In each 
instance two values of E arc0quotcd: one for ranges known with range¬ 
finder accuracy (m.d, of ISïrJî the other for ranges estimated visually 
(m,d* of 250R)# 

Table 6 

Effectiveness of German v. British Tanks. 

German 
Tank. 

Range 
(Yards) 

VERSUS 
Sherman 

(17pr. APC3C; 
7rds/min) 

Sherman 
(75nm. APC; 

12rds/min) 

Cromwell• 
(75nTa. APC; 

lOrds/min) 

R/P Visual R/P- Visual R/fr Visual 

PcKw IV(H) 
(75on KV7K40; 

Grds/min) 

10CO 0,90 Ò.85 1.10 1.35 1.35 1.65 

1500 0.90 1.25 1.50 2.10 

FsKn V(G) 
( 75r.xi Ki’K42j 

7rd3/niin) 

300 
i * 

1.55 1.55 1.85 1.85 

600 1.20 • to
 

o
 

1.55 2.00 1.85 2.30 

1000 1.20 1.30 1.70 2.50 

PaKw V1(E) 
(88mm Kw2C36; 

5rds/min) 

500 1.65 1.65 1.90 1.90 

600 0.90 o.eo ‘ 1.60 1.75 1.90 2.00 

1000 0.90 0.75 
•- 

PzKw VX(B) 
(88imv KwK4*í; 

5rds/min) 

3C0 2.70 2.70 O.20 3.20 

600 1.55 1.65 2.70 3.33 3.20 3*90 

1000 1.75 1.90 
_1 

All figures have been rounded off to tho nearest 0,05 
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PREDICTION OF CASUALTIES 

Method of calculation 

1« It ia required to compare the observed values of X and A given in 
the battle data with those that would be predicted from the generalised 
battle equation:- 

A2 = E2(X2 - X2) (1) 

Por any selected group of actions, E vail be known (by calculation); 
Xq and Ao vail be given. Thus an expected numerical relationship between 
X and A can be postulated. If the value of (X + A) is chosen to agree 
with the observed total number remaining, unique values of X and A can be 
predicted which will provido unbiased theoretical estimates of the 
casualties in the group of actions considered. 

2, For example 
Table 1, 

consider the group of actions under Serial 3 of 

X0 = 53 

(X = 22) 

Ao « 172 

(A = 160) 
E = 1.45 

The predicted relationship between X and A is therefore:* 

(1722 - A2) = 1.452(532 - X2) 

When X + A « 1Ö2, 

1722 - (162 - X)2 = 1.452(532 - X2) 

Whence, 

and 

X = 24.20 

A = 157.80 

.These vajues may be compared with the observed values of 22 and 160. 

Test of Significance . _ 

3.* The-extent of agreement between the values calculated by the above 
method and those observed in practico can bo investigated statistically, 

Thus: for the example quoted above:- 

! V i Table 7 

+ ...::. - . . . .... 

. •£ ’ 

• .%• ,.c. i-, German British Totals 

Casualties 31 
(28.60) 

12 
(14.20) . 43 

Numbers 
Remaining 

22 
(24.20) 

160* 
(157.80) 

(X+A) 
182 

Totals (¾) 
53 

(¿o) 
172 

Predicted figures in brackets, 
samen 

- . - ;'v Y;-". ' ; ■ •' : 
■. í .-i ? 
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X2 = 2.2 ? 2Ü.a T J4.2 T 24.2 T 157.Ö 

= 0.75 

For one dogroo of freedom, 0,4? that as, difforencec as large 
as those observed could well arise 4 tames out of 10, solely from chance 
variations in sampling. 

Results 

Results for Serials 1-6 are given below. 

Table a 

Serial 
No, Source Numbers of tan cs 

X2 
Significance of 

difference 
xo X ¿0 A 

1 Battle data 
Prediction 

35 lö 
20,155 

49 42 
39.15 1.99 P = 0.16 

NOT Significant 

2 Battle data 
Prediction 

11 5 
4.32 

14 9 
9.68 0,33 P = 0.57 

NOT Significant 

3 Battle data 
Prediction 

53 22 
24.20 

172 160 
157.80 0.75 P = 0.39 

NOT Significant 

4 Battle data 
Prediction 

105 65 
60. CO 

1Ö6 137 
142.00 1.71 P = 0.19 

NOT Significant 

5 Battle data 
Prediction 

67 40 
42.90 

148 126 
123*10 0.95 P = 0.35 

NOT Significant 

6 Battle data 
Prediction 

19 7 
10.57 

32 21 
17.43 4.32 P = 0,04 

possibly 
Significant 

SUM ED >2 = 
(6 degrees of freedom) 

10.05 P = 0,12 
NOT Significant 

Effects of Finnr: first 

5. The numbers of actions for which the side opening firo first is 
known are few, end only for Serials 3 &nd 5 has an analysis been possible. 
The data are given in Table 9 belov. 
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Table 9 

'';Jpfefv;':"::r'. y 

Serial 
No. 

Side 
firing 
first 

Source 
Numbers of tanks Sample 

of 
actions 

- i? t B 
(Table 3) 

*0 X 4> A 

Ja A Battle data 
prediction 

2? 12 
17.00 

51 4& 
41.00 

7 0.9 . 
1-4(5) 

Jb X Battle data 
Prediction 

10 5 
J.82 

50 47 
4b.lb 

5 2.0 
1.4(5) 

5a A Battle data 
Prediction 

21 12 
14.05 

55 51 
4Ö.95 

7 1.2 
1.6 

5b X Battle data 
Prediction 

21 17 
12.95 

44 31 
35.05 

5 2.5 
1.6 

The predicted values are ccdculated as in para* li assu'nins neither 
side fired first* 

6* It ^vxll be sean that the side which fired first consistently gamed 
an advantage. The figures in the last tv/o colurnns give an indication of 
the extent of thi? advantage; thus, for the actions considered, the gam 
from firing first was equivalent to an increase m Effectiveness of 
approximately JO - 5CÇÍ. 

Uk>cuaí6 
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Appendix C 

RaTG OP PIRE Eï EE F0KÄJLA POR EFPECTIVEÏÆS5 

i. Consider a battle between forces A and X. It is. required to 
determine the average number of rounds (r/i) that nill be fired by a tank 
of side A in unit time. 

2, In the development of the theory of Effectiveness it was assumed 
that a tank would immedia ely engage a new target as soon as its previous 
target had been destroyed. Let S', be the average time required for a tank 
of side a to switch from ci e targeï to another* more precisely, it is the 
average time (in seconds) between tho last round fired at one target and 
the first round fired at the next. 

3. It can be assumed that, in the coursé of the battle, the tank is 
likely to fire 1, 2,, 3,,.♦♦.rounds against a target with relative 
frequencies given approxinntely by P^,P^(l “ PAX^PAX^ " PAX) ».. 
where %x average chance tint a round will hit and kill an enony 
tank. To a first approxiiration, therefore, it v/ill on an average fire 

' ;l,PM + 8*PAX(1 ” PAX^ + 3*PU(1 " P,0C^ +..rounds 

in 

3A‘PAX + (SA + + (3a + 12CVa^ ■ PAX ^ 

>, In the determination of Effectiveness, therefore, the value of 
’A/r will be given by:- 

.-. 

where R. is the normal rate of aimed fire (rds/min). 

4. Thus tho number of rounds fired in unit time is given 
approximately by:- 

. _ ?AX-t 
rA- 

*PAX^ ” P>v) 

' -¾ + + 60/r.)p;oc (1 - ^ - (SA + )PAX(1 - p/ocr- 



Appendix D 

EFFECTIVENESS OP GEP.KAH V. BRITISH TANKS USING Rg/ISED ViiLUES 
FOR RATES OP FIRE 

1. The figures of Table 6 have boon revised in accordance with the 
formula of Appendix C, para. 5* The following data have been used:- 

Table 10 

Tank 
(A) 

ra 
(rds/min) 

Assumed 

Sa 
(secs) 

Range 
(yards) 

Value of Pax 
PzKw 17 PzKw V FsK-jr VI (E) PaKvr VI (B) 

Sherman 
(17 pr) 7 15 

600 0.525 0.603 ■ 0.209 

1000 0.793 0.503 0.599 0.180 

Sherman 
(75 irm) 

Cromvmll 
(75 mm) 

12 

10 

12 

12 

300 0.186 0.118 O.OkU 

600 0.186 0.114 0.0½. 

1000 0.330 0.153 

1500 0.215 

Table 11 

Tank 
(X) 

RX 
(rds/min) 

Assumed 
S^ 

(secs) 
Range 
(yartls) 

Value of Pv, 
-Ufc 

Sherman Cromwell 

PzKw IV 9 14 
1000 0.521 0.691 

1500 0.229 0.535 

P2KW V 7 15 

300 0.765 0.928 

600 0.750 0.892 

10CO o. 748 

PzKw VI (E) 5 18 

300 0.750 0.339 

600 0.713 0,8.39 

1000 0,708 

PzKw VI (B) 5 18 
! 

300 0.772 0.893 j 

600 0.772 0.893 

1000 0.768 

Note: Values of P aro for rangefinder accuracy 

■mm 
Uiitv.A'-ô 
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The i^adificd figuras for Effectiveness arc given in Tatrla 12 bolo?/. 

Table 12 

Sfféctivaness of Goman v. British tanks using revised values 
for rates of Tiro —— 

(H/? accuracy only) 

German 
Tan!c 

Range 
(yards) 

VERSUS 
Sherman 
(17 pr) 

Sherman | cronwoll 
(75 mm) (75 sen) 

PsKvr 17 
1000 0.50 1.05 1.20 

1500 0.90 1.30 

PsKw V 

300 1.40 1.55 

6€0 1.15 1.40 1.55 

1C0O 1.15 1.50 

Pä®w VI (S) 

300 1.50 1.70 

Ó00 0.95 1.50 1.70 

1000 0.95 

P:K~ vi (B) 

300 2.35 2.70 

600 1.50 2.55 2.70 

1000 1.60 

All figures have boon rounded off to the nearest 0.05 
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Appendix E 

RgriSSD VALUES 0? EFFECTIVEI^SS FOP BRITISH V. EUSSIEZ’ T.UTKS> 

i* í^suFes Jp ^blcs 1-5 of AQRÔ Hoport No* 11/51 have boon 
^_Syia«C'd'^ins3? expression for rates of fire derived in 
Appendix C« The following ere the relevant data;- 

Tank 5 
(rds/nin) 

Assuaed S 
(sees) 

Centurion 3 (20pr) 12 
Centurion 2' f I7pr) 12 
Coinet (77an) 12 
JS3 ( 122nr.) 3 
T34 (85ra) 7jr 

12 
12 
12 
23 
12 

JS3 (63m) 
JS3 I65nn) 

23. 
15 

It is thought tliat the values for S v,ill. if anything 
Hussian tanks. ‘ * 

have favoured the 

2. 
Tables ; 

The revised figures for.'Effectiveness are presented in the followin'? 
figures in brackets arc the original figures of Report No. 11/51. 

Table 13 ( Table 1 cf Report Nc> 11/51) 
Effectiveness!- British v. Rursian Tanks. 

Allied 
Tank 

Range 
(yards) 

I versus ¿35 ( 122m) 
j Aiming Point 

Centra Vui. 
1 of Hull . Area 

versus T34 (05m) 
Aiming point 

Centre Vul. 
of Hull Area 

Centurion 3 

(20pr) 

600 
1000 
1500 

1.1 
1.2 

’ 1.4 
1¾ 
[1.6 

1.4 
1.4 
1.7 h 

1.6 (2.3 
1.8 (2.5 
2.1 (2,7 

\ 1.6 
1.8 
2.0 

2.3 
2.5) 

[2.8) 

Comet 

(77rim) 

600 
1000 
1500 

0.,0 
0.8 
0.8 

i§:fi 
0.6) 

0.8 
0.8 
0.6 

[0.9) 
0.8) 

[0.6) 

1.1 (1.3] 
1.0 (1.1 
0.3 (0.3] 

1.1 
1.0 
0.9 

Table 14 (Tabic- 2 of Report No> M/51) 
EiTectivonoss:- Centurion 2 v. JS3T~ 

Allied 
Tank 

Range 
(yards) 

versus ¿S3 
(122 pm) 

Centurion 2 
(I? pr.) 

; ! --- 

■ 600 
1000 
1500 

1.1 
0.9 
1.0 

— 

’Ii2) 
1.0) 
1.0) 
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Table 15 (Table 3 of Report Ko. 11/51) 
Effectiveness: ~ Centurion 3 v. JS3 v^itb üümm and 85tTCT. 

Allied 
! Tank 

Ranee | 
(yards) | 

Versus JS3 
(88mm) (85mm) 

Centurion 3 

(20pr. ) 

600 
1000 
1500 1 

1.1 (1.5) 
1.2 (1.3} 
1.3 (1.5) 

1.2 (1.3) 
1.3 (1.4) 
1.5 (1.7) 

Table ifi (Table ii. of Report No» 11/51) 
Relative Effectiveness:- Centurion j/Comet on the basis of J53 & T3A/85 

Allied 
Tanks 

Range 
(yards) 

On 
JS3 

the basis of:~ 
T34/85 

Centurion 3 
V. 

Comet 

600 
1000 
1500 

1.4 
1.4 ’I 
1.8 

^.5) 
1.5 

.2.1) 

1.5 (1.7) 
1.8 (2.2) 
2.3 (3.0) 

Table 17 (Table 5 of Report Ho, 
- lie baa""’"' Relative Effectiveness:- J33/T;4 on’ll? 

_11/31) 
is of Centurion 3 and Comet 

Enemy 
Tanlcs 

Range 
(yards) 

On the basis of:- 
Ccntuxion 3 Comet 

JS3 

T34/S5 

600 
1000 
1500 

1.4 
1.5 
1.4 

[1.8 

‘i.?! 

1.3 
1.2 
1.1 

¡1.5] 

te! 

3* It will be seen that the general effect of using the modified 
expression for rates of fire has been to reduce slightly the Effectiveness 
of the British tanks; in the important case of Centurion 3 v. JS3, for 
example, the Effectiveness at 1000 yards has been reduced from 1,3 to 1.2 7*T^i, , 7T ivw uua uwuii fwuucuu. xrom i.j vo i.c 
(the modified ratio for rates of fire being about 3.1/1, compared with the 
original ratio of 4/1). However, the general conclusions of Report 
No. 11/51 still stand:** 

(a) the Centurion 3 ia slightly superior to the J$3 and is 
superior to the T34/85; 

(b) the Comet is inferior to the JS3 and is about equivalent to the 
T34/D5. 
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SA/AC 
DMO 
DMI 
DOME ' * 

Militax’y College of Science 
RAC Centre 
sra • 

D\VD 
ma 
DRAG 
DRA 
E-in-C 
D. Inf* 
Ministry of Defence 

DRP Staff 
j/iinistry of Supply 

P, 0.3, 
DGPV 
d;/r(d) 
dpv(a) 
PVDE 
PYDr/RÏÏ 
FVPE 
ADS 
TPA3/TIB 

Defence Research Liaison Canada 
Australian. Amy Staff 
NZ Army Liaison Staff 
British Joint Services liission, Washington 
ORO* Representative, Officer Group One, US Army 
OPS ÍBA0R) 
ORS (FiiRELP) 

" ' 

12 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 (one for CT2) 
3 
6 
4 
4 
5 
a 
2 
2 
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